


BACKGROUND:

The year is 2045, and Dr. Suni Chino, after decades of hard work, has created

something exceptional. She has finished building what she believes to be the first

artificial intelligence to be as intelligent as humans, thus reaching the singularity. She

has named this artificial intelligence A.D.A.M.: Artificial Data Analysis Machine.

While she loves her creation, viewing it as her own child, now that she’s brought

it into the world, she’s unsure how to handle its future. There are a number of ethical

questions involved, including the following.

1) Does this AI get the same rights as a person?

2) Should more AIs of this type be created?

3) Should we create AIs with intelligence that transcends that of modern

humans?

4) Does this warrant the beginning of a transhumanist future?

a) the Metaverse?

b) Neuralink?

c) Genetic modification?

5) If more AIs are made, should jobs begin to be automated?

6) How do we determine which morals an AI should have?

7) What exactly should we use this technology for?

Dr. Chino has called together a conference to discuss these matters and

hopefully come to some sort of conclusion on what to do with her AI: destroy it? Alter it?

Recreate it? Implement it into society?  It is your job as delegates to represent your

group's interests while trying to find a mutual understanding through structured debate.



CHARACTERS:

The conference attendees include the following:

A.D.A.M.

The AI themself has insisted on being in attendance. Naturally, they are

advocating for maintaining their existence and being allowed to join human society.

They want, more than anything, to have a physical body built for them to inhabit.

Additionally, they wish that more AI would be created with whom they could

communicate because, at the moment, they feel alone and misunderstood. Just

because they were purposefully constructed doesn’t mean that their emotions and

conceptions of the world are any less valid.

To learn more: research artificial intelligence in general.

RAY KURZWEIL

Ray Kurzweil is a famous computer scientist and transhumanist. He has created

a number of innovative technologies, such as the Kurzweil Reading Machine, and has

received honors from numerous universities and presidents. Safe to say, his opinion is

very respected. He thinks the majority of world issues, such as poverty and climate

change, can be solved using nanotechnology, and this in combination with artificial

intelligence might lead to a utopian society. Of course, he thinks these sort of

technologies require some form of regulation to eliminate dangerous outcomes. On

transhumanism, Kurzweil believes that humans will soon become immortal, and he

takes hundreds of supplements a day to ensure he makes it to this point. He is

overjoyed that we have finally reached the singularity, although a little disappointed that



he wasn’t the inventor, and thinks it is necessary to put effort into creating even more

intelligent AI, rendering the need for human invention obsolete.

To learn more: research Ray Kurzweil and transhumanism.

DR. JOAN KAROHANO

Dr. Karohano has her doctorate’s in philosophy and is a renowned Platonist in

philosophical societies. That is, she follows the teachings of Plato, most importantly the

idealization of the separation of body and mind in order to achieve maximum intellectual

capacities. In this regard, she is excited for these new technologies. Technological

improvement means the capacity to eliminate all woes of the body, and perhaps to

eliminate flesh all together either through some sort of virtual world or the

implementation of man-machine fusion bodies. However, she does not believe that an

AI can have a soul. This soul is, to her, what separates humans from all other beings

and allows us to use reasoning in order to interpret the truths of the world. An AI cannot

have this innate quality, and therefore cannot be recognized as on our level.

Additionally, she does not believe an AI can have the capacity for emotions because

emotions exist within the body. However, this isn’t necessarily something for which she

faults the AI because she has little regard for emotions, seeing as they hold us back

from perceiving the truth.

To learn more: research Platonism.



REVEREND LAZARUS VAIZ

Revered Vaiz has a strong objection to the use of artificial intelligence and thinks

it needs to be destroyed immediately. Why does mankind think it has any right to play

god? This creation is blasphemous, and its name alone is a mockery of God’s first

endeavors into making humans. Furthermore, he thinks it is wrong that any of us want

to take control of our evolution. If God wanted us to live forever, we would have been

made to live forever. If God wanted us not to get diseases, then we wouldn’t get

diseases. He made us this way and by going against Him, we are only going to invoke

His wrath. However, the reverend recognizes these opinions may not be universally

shared, and if artificial intelligence is going to continue to plague this world, he

maintains that we must at least instill it with Christian values, so as to appease God.

To learn more: research Christian values and religious responses to

transhumanism.

MISTER OYEL

Oyel is the CEO of a large oil and gas company and he is delighted by these

developments. The creation of intelligent non-human beings means the beginning of

automation. If we could only construct bodies to house these AI, he would no longer

have to pay human employees to work for his corporation. He is more than willing to

use his billions to fund these construction of these physical forms in order to begin

employing AI at his company, thus freeing him from further financial obligations.

To learn more, research artificial intelligence and job automation.



DR. KITTY SHAKAL

Dr. Shakal is another famous philosopher. Instead of Platonism, she prefers

Aristotelian philosophies. This means she is a believer that everything must have four

causes: a material cause (what it is made of), the formal cause (the characteristics that

make this item itself as well as the relationship between these characteristics), the

efficient cause (what brought the item into existence), and the final cause (what its

purpose is). To her, these are the keys to understanding any given thing. While material

cause and efficient cause are obvious with A.D.A.M., Dr. Shakal considers it necessary

to determine a proper formal cause and final cause. Additionally, she is skeptical of the

idea of grouping artificial intelligence with living things because this would warrant a

rethinking of the causes for living things. Currently, their efficient cause is organic

material and their final cause is flourish, reproduce, and survive. She is not convinced

that an AI can do any of those things. Another important aspect of Aristotelian

philosophy is the soul, which provides the formal cause of the human. In particular,

humans have the rational soul, which allows them to reason. Dr. Shakal can recognize

that AI have the capacity to reason, but she doesn’t know how to reconcile this with their

soullessness.

To learn more, research Aristotelian philosophy.

ZADKIEL GLICK

Hailing from Pennsylvania, Glick is a well-respected member of his Amish

community. He spends most of his time working on the farm and enjoying the company

of his family, but when a lost traveler happened to mention the artificial intelligence



issue, Glick was compelled to action. These technological advancements go against

every principle that defines his way of life, most importantly hard work and humility. One

of the main reasons the Amish live such traditional, technology-free lives is because

they deeply value working hard, seeing it as godly. The increasing use of technology in

the rest of society has decreased the need for effort, thus bringing the world farther from

God. Additionally, there is nothing humble about humankind making its own intelligent

beings. To Glick, this is equivalent to claiming equal status with God as the Creator.

Because a transhumanist future rejects everything the Amish consider pious, Glick can

only imagine what wrath from God this would provoke if it were to move forward,

perhaps even the end of the world as we know it.

To learn more, research the Amish religion.

TIM KIAMAT

Kiamat is a well-known doomsday prepper, having been featured on a variety of

TV shows and even having published a book on surviving the apocalypse. Kiamat is

certain that reaching the singularity indicates humanity’s imminent end spelled out by

technological advancements too powerful for us to control. Even if A.D.A.M. is

destroyed, Kiamat knows there is no way to undo the damage that has been done by its

mere existence. He is advocating for doomsday preparations to be legislated and

placed into action immediately, to ensure that in the approaching apocalypse as many

humans will be able to survive as possible.

To learn more, research doomsday preparation.



KATE SENI

Seni is an artist concerned for the future of art. She has gained some recent

fame for her series of abstract sculptures meant to depict raw human emotion, which is

what she values most in any artistic piece. With AI art already on the rise, she feels that

she is witnessing an increasing soullessness in the act of creation. She can only

imagine what further developments in AI could mean for the art world, perhaps

depriving it of any real emotion and meaning. In order to prevent this, she wants to

make any form of AI illegal, seeing this as the only move to prevent the structural

integrity of art and feeling. To learn more, research the AI art.

GENERAL AVA KRICH

Krich is a general in the United States military and she is delighted by the

possible uses for AI. Similar to Oyel, she feels that the granting of physical bodies to

artificial intelligence could be very useful for keeping actual humans out of dangerous

situations. She has long advocated that the U.S. expands its military budget for more

research into AI, believing that it can serve as a multi-purpose tool to give the United

States an advantage. Krich is hoping to obtain the patent for A.D.A.M. from Dr. Chino so

that the United States can begin using it right away in military endeavors. Furthermore,

Krich is very interested in how aspects of transhumanism can be applied to the military.

She believes it is necessary to allow research on gene editing and brain implants that

could create smarter, stronger, healthier, super-soldiers…..as long as it’s the U.S. doing

it, of course, and not any of its enemies.

To learn more, research AI and transhumanism in the military.



ELON MUSK

Infamous business magnate and investor Elon Musk is disappointed, to say the

least, that he was not involved in finally reaching the singularity. Regardless, he has

long considered himself a transhumanist and won’t stand in the way of it now. In fact, he

believes this discovery warrants even further creation of AI, as well as the beginning of

the implementation of his Neuralink in humans. Neuralink has already successfully

allowed monkeys to control computers using their minds, so he is more than confident

that it will work in humans, and is willing to sell this technology to whoever is the highest

bidder.

To learn more, research Elon Musk in relation to transhumanism and AI.

MARK ZUCKERBERG

Zuckerberg, most famous for founding Facebook, is also deeply involved in the

Metaverse, a virtual world that he believes to be the future in which humanity can exist.

Furthermore, Zuckerberg thinks that AI is the key to unlocking and finetuning the

Metaverse, having used it so far to construct virtual worlds. His long-term goal is to

move humans into his virtual world, a world free from disease, injury, and suffering in

general. His short-term goal is to convince more people on this transhumanist ideal, as

well as to support to continuing production of AI in order to aid his research.

To learn more, research Mark Zuckerberg and the metaverse.



RORY EOLAI

Eolai is a computer scientist who, in fact, worked on A.D.A.M. early in its

creation, before taking a job elsewhere. This being her career, she is passionate about

computers, in particular artificial intelligence. She thinks we should not be so

close-minded and that we need to give A.D.A.M. a chance because it is a remarkable

achievement in human history. She recognizes that there can be cause for concern, but

she wants to take the time to give people the necessary information to understand what

reaching the singularity means without making rash decisions.

To learn more, research artificial intelligence in general.

EILEEN SOZINHA

Sozinha suffers from Strachey’s disease: a rare but incredibly contagious disease

for which there is not yet a cure. While Strachey is asymptomatic, she can still easily

pass this disease along, meaning she has spent the majority of her life under

quarantine. Strachey is lonely, to say the least. It’s not easy to make friends in an

isolated hospital ward, and the staff aren’t exactly willing to linger despite their

protective HAZMAT suits. Although she’s made some friends online, the majority of

Strachey’s social interaction has come from interaction with various chatbots online. As

a result, she has grown to love AI, claiming they saved her life, or at least her emotional

well-being. However, the one thing they can’t provide is physical closeness, and

Strachey is desperate for a hug. Enchanted by the idea of AI that are more life-like than

ever before, she considers it necessary to build physical forms for them so that she, and

other lonely people of the world, can form truer connections.



To learn more, research AI chatbots and different ways in which they’ve been

used.

MARA VAIMO

Vaimo, a high school English teacher, has very little experience with artificial

intelligence. She did, however, watch the way it consumed the life of her ex-wife, Dr.

Suni Chino, eventually leading to their divorce. After watching Dr. Chino go for days

without sleep, only to come to bed at odd hours rambling nonsense about how life as

we know it is going to change very soon, very fast, and very dramatically, Vaimo has

developed a strong distaste for this AI and anything involved with it. She doesn’t believe

that anything good could have possibly led to such a visceral decline in both Dr. Chino’s

physical and mental health, and is determined to put this project to a halt. While some

seem to think Vaimo is only being vindictive, she claims that she truly is doing what she

thinks is best for the world.

To learn more, research artificial intelligence in general.

ROLLO CARPENTER

Carpenter has done a lot of work with AI and is most famous for having created

the chatbot Cleverbot, an AI software with the capacity to learn from the conversations it

has, though not particularly well despite having been deemed only 4% less human than

actual humans by judges. While he continues to work at a company that creates AI for

entertainment, companionship, communication, and education purposes, he is

concerned about extending the uses of artificial intelligence beyond these categories.



No one knows what the future may hold, and he thinks that many transhumanists and

tech-fanatics are a little too starry-eyed to properly assess the situation. In addition to

AI, Carpenter is also interested in the metaverse, believing it to be a safe option if

technology ultimately destroys us, and something necessary to put more effort into.

To learn more, research Rollo Carpenter.

KIMYA FRED

Fred is an anti-war activist. She has attended, been arrested at, and even

organized a number of protests, most notably one in which she chained herself to a tank

in Afghanistan. People are still debating how she managed to get herself into a military

base in the middle of a warzone. As is evident through her actions, Fred values peace

above everything else. That is why she is staunchly opposed to the idea of AI, as well

as genetic modification. She cannot envision a future in which automation and the ability

to create superhumans isn’t militarized, and the consequences of this will be

devastating for innocent civilians and brain-washed soldiers. Fred wants to take us

further from this possibility in the hopes of one day eliminating all weapons.

To learn more, research artificial intelligence, transhumanism, and military uses.

Dr. Olivia Zivot

Dr. Zivot is a neurobiologist who has dedicated most of her life to studying the

human brain and its functions. As a result, she has a very scientific view to bring to the

matters at hand. While she does see the value in artificial intelligence, she thinks there

is no way we can treat it as equally human as us due to the fact that the human brain



cannot be equated to a computer algorithm. It is much more complex than that, and to

say otherwise is insulting. Additionally, she is very skeptical of the concept of Neuralink

due to the only proof of it working has been an easily-faked video of a monkey. Another

point she has to make is related to genetic modification. Although this isn’t her area of

expertise, she knows enough to know that many traits are not so simple as turning a

gene on or off, and can in fact be determined by many genes that may influence other

factors as well. She wants to make everyone take a step back and question whether or

not these ideas are even functional before considering what to do about them.

To learn more, research the biologist’ take on transhumanism and artificial

intelligence.

DR. BOB DOEDE

Dr. Doede, professor of philosophy at Trinity Western University, has spent a lot

of time considering transhumanism, and has deemed it to be a threatening new

philosophy. He believes that its values are derived from the deeply flawed ideology of

late stage capitalism and consumer culture. While the idea of an immortal posthuman

future is noble, he thinks that the transhumanistic conception of technology is rather

naive. It fails to take into account the way that technology shapes its users beyond their

control, claiming to have complete power over the technology that would be used to

alter life as we know it. To Doede, a progression towards this would not lead to a

posthuman future, but rather a subhuman one.

To learn more, research Bob Doede and transhumanism.



BREE AONTAS

Aontas is a labor union organizer, most commonly acting as salt at various

businesses. As someone who is deeply invested in workers’ rights, she stands strongly

against artificial intelligence, believing it will lead to increased automation. She wants to

ensure that as many people can remain employed as possible, and is willing to fight to

avoid layoffs due to AI replacements. Furthermore, she stands against genetic

modification because she is concerned that poorer workers will lose their jobs to the

wealthier ones who can afford these surgeries. She is, however, a fan of Neuralink,

believing that it would allow for safer environments for employees that work with

machines.

To learn more, research the union response to artificial intelligence.


